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Abstract
This thesis talks about the interpersonal relationships. These are the relationships we form
throughout life – parent/child, lovers, friends, acquaintances, relationships formed for good or ill, with
whatever outcome life decides. We crave these connections, however solitary we are as people; we still need
the connections that we form in life. These dance pieces dealt with a sampling of those relationships to
explore how they affect our lives. By using movement to explore these relationships both the viewer and the
dancer gets a much more visceral reaction to the relationship, as opposed to simply talking about the effect
these relationships have on our lives.
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Reflections

When I started my thesis project I wasn’t entirely sure what I wanted to do. There were a lot of
things I found myself drawn to – obviously a performance, but I didn’t know whether I wanted to use text, or
dance, or music. I wasn’t entirely sure about how to format all of my thoughts into a piece of theatre, into a
performance that would speak to my feeling and my audience. Western theatre is mostly text based; plays
with texts or spoken word pieces. Somehow, this didn’t seem like to correct format for what I wanted to be
saying. Trying to have a dialogue about relationships and interpersonal connection seemed so flat when I
tried to write it out in a textual format. I’m not a writer; I cannot format thoughts and feelings as real on
paper. They fall flat, the words seem trite and used and dead. There was no life when I tried to write
dialogue. Fall semester, senior year – I’m nowhere nearer to coming up with a format that will fit my thesis.
I was taking a class in choreography that semester and I found myself becoming very drawn to dance, and
expressing my thoughts through dance. Through the course of the year, this project has grown and changed
into the final result that was performed on March 4, 2010. There were many things that I enjoyed about this
project, things I would have changed, and things I wish had gone differently. Overall, I’m very pleased with
how the thesis turned out, and through this paper I will be exploring how the project progressed and, given
the chance, what I might have done differently.
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I began working on this project in September of 2009, when I decided to turn my thesis performance
into a series of choreographed dance pieces. I had recently watched the Once and the message of the movie
was incredibly powerful. The music was evocative of a true emotional connection between people and I
wanted to take that one step further, add movement, and see what I could create. I was also really getting
into my choreography class and I had found that this was another way that I could “write,” so to speak. I
found that I could communicate with movement in a way that I was not able to with words. Worried that I
wouldn’t be fulfilling my theatrical requirement if I had a performance that was entirely without words, I met
with Annie McGregor, my adviser, to discuss the plot of my thesis and how it was going to be brought from
my mind into the real world. She thought that the idea was strong, and I was passionate about it. When I
brought up my worries that it wasn’t truly a theatrical piece anymore, she just turned to me and said “How
very Western of you.” The discussion we then had talked about the fact that as a Western audience we view
theater in a very rigid setting. To a Western audience, theater is a play, or an opera, or a musical. It must
have dialogue, and a set, and a clearly defined storyline. In the East, theater encompasses a much broader
spectrum. Dance, musical performances, and all performance pieces can fall under the title of theater.
Dance pieces have all of the elements of theater except for the text. There is a clear storyline, and a clear
emotional pull. There is a relationship between the viewer and the dancer, and when the viewer leaves the
theater, whether it is a large or small venue, they have a different view on the world because of what they
have seen.
My plan was to have all of the choreography done by the time the semester was over, then hold
auditions in January and have a performance some time before spring break. I started to write out my plans
and my thoughts about my project, and I tried to have a dialogue with myself about how this was all going to
work. I have this idea that art should change or challenge both the creator and the viewer. I knew that this
project was going to change how I looked at the world, and how I looked at relationships. My goal was to
effectively communicate my thoughts and feelings with those who would view my thesis performance. I
really wanted to make sure I had a clearly defined outlook on each of the pieces, and a clear view on how all
of the pieces would come together to make one cohesive whole.
By the time January rolled around I had three pieces choreographed and ready, and a plan for how I
was going to get everything put together. I had decided that I wanted to dance in once piece but mostly I just
wanted to work as the director/choreographer. This decision was based on the fact that it’s important to have
someone looking at the choreography and making sure that the emotion in the movement reads from the
audience. The floor patterns have to be clean and well structured, and the dancers need to be doing the
correct steps. It is much harder to be in something and to also watch it with a critical eye, and I needed to
remain critical of my own work. Through the process the choreography was going to change and become
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something new, partly because I would be able to see things clearly for the first time, and partly because the
process changes the outcome. Being able to see my choreography on the dancers was definitely going to
make me re-evaluate things. A step that I can do with ease as one person doesn’t necessarily look as great on
six people, nor is it as easy for everyone. The process was also going to have an effect on the choreography.
Every day, we’re feeling new things and having new experiences, so the day-to-day emotional change would
have an effect on my dances. Where the performance ended up is definitely not where it started and I knew
that that was simply part of the process of creating a work of living art.
Recognizing this, I wrote out my choreography as a guideline, and planned a rehearsal schedule that
would allow me to work with my dancers to get the pieces exactly as I wanted them. I worked in extra time
so that I could set the choreography as it was and then work to change the things that no longer fit, or weren’t
as strong as the rest of the choreography. Then I could polish the work and have the performance happen in
early March. My plan was to have about a month and half for rehearsals, which is pretty standard. Of
course, plans change.
The first setback I experienced was when only four people showed up for my auditions. Knowing
that people only show up to things that they know about, I had made announcements in class about auditions,
created a group on facebook, and put up flyers advertising that there were going to be auditions for a thesis
project choreographed by Sarah Lutz. Before auditions I printed out about thirty audition forms for the
dancers to fill out, and I thought that I would have around twenty people come. That would give me a nice
pool to choose anywhere between eight and ten dancers from, and I figured that I would get all kinds of
dancers which would be great for the variety of my pieces. Unfortunately, four people showed up. One girl
was immediately disqualified because of her schedule – her schedule just did not fit into the rehearsal
schedule, which was a shame since she was a beautiful dancer. Another girl who I actually knew from dance
class came to audition but let me know that she was also in a couple of other pieces through the School of
Theater and might not actually be able to do the piece. Which left me with two girls, instead of the eight I
had thought I would need. I had also really wanted to have a couple of men come and audition. The tone of a
piece changes when it’s a co-ed dance, and since I was examining relationships I really wanted to have a
male presence to help emphasize that feeling. This was the first time I really felt nervous about how my
thesis was going to play out. I remember thinking that if no one comes to audition, then no one will come to
see the performance and why was I doing all of this work? The decision I came to was that this thesis was
for my own personal exploration – it didn’t matter who came to see it. It was all about the process and how I
created a piece of art out of myself. With that in mind, I decided to hold a second round of auditions to see if
I could get a few more dancers to bring the total from three (including myself) to ten.
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The second audition rolled around and no one showed up. At this point I had a choice. Take what I
had and stage the four pieces on two girls plus me, or I could say thank you very much and simply stage the
entire thing on myself. On the one hand, I really wanted, needed, to have more than one person (me) dance
in this project. There is something about having different people dancing on stage that helps give different
perspectives. It doesn’t matter if two dancers are doing the same choreography, they’ll put their own special
take on the steps. For a piece that is all about human interconnectivity this was especially important. How
do you show interaction without having two people interact and dance together? The different perspectives
of the dancers on stage would add so much to my choreography. On the other hand, I was very nervous
about having people committed to this project. We all have very busy lives and different schedules, and I
didn’t want to reach a point where something came up for a dancer and I lost half of my cast. Thinking
about what was the best for this project, and what was going to make it the best production possible, I
decided to adapt my choreography to fewer people, and work on a smaller scale. My idea was that the pieces
would become more intimate, and that maybe even more intense. By working with fewer dancers, I could
really get under their skins, and get a little more intricate in the staging and the choreography since I
wouldn’t have to worry about as many bodies on stage at once.
As the rehearsal process went on I really gained an appreciation for how hard it is to choreograph on
dancers of different skill levels. I had found another dancer who was able to join my cast, and I had split the
pieces up as follows:
“Falling Slowly” – Two dancers, Kate Barbara and Kiersten Ferho
“The Hill” – Solo, me
“Fallen From the Sky” – Two dancers, Kiersten Ferho and Stephanie Shildt
“Say It To Me Now” – Solo, me
Kate and Kiersten are both finishing their freshman year, and Stephanie, like me, is a senior and has been
dancing for longer than either of them. We’re older, and we have had more of a chance to dance at a college
level. Which makes the skill set very different. Even between Kate and Kiersten there were different levels.
Kate was more technically proficient, but Kiersten was the more expressive dancer, more able to connect
with the emotion of the piece and bring out the emotional content through her dancing. This meant that I
really had to not only focus on making sure that the dancers were doing the correct choreography, but also on
whether they were giving the same emotional output, and at the same level. In the final product I’m pleased
with what was presented (see Appendix C) but if I were able to re-stage these pieces I would want to make
some changes. I think that the level of complexity in the interplay of music and choreography calls for a
greater level of skill from the dancers. The dancer must be able to internalize the choreography so that that is
no longer the focus, and the focus can be on the expressivity of the movement. In these pieces I’m not sure
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that the two younger dancers achieved that level of expression. It was illustrative for me to see that, and to
gain the understanding that sometimes, you just have to work with what you have.
The piece “Falling Slowly” also gave me some problems after a few weeks of rehearsal. This was the
very first choreography I ever came up with – not just for this thesis; it was the first steps I strung together to
music. Some of the steps changed while I was in the editing process with my choreography, but as I watched
Kate and Kiersten rehearse it just felt like the phrasing was too slow. Part of that was that these two dancers
weren’t able to sustain the emotional current in such a languid piece of choreography. It is harder – the
dancer has to keep the intensity of the emotional current underneath the movement, no matter how slow the
movement may be or how simple the phrasing. In “Falling Slowly” the intensity of the emotional
connection, the rise and fall of a relationship, and the coming together and separation of two connected
people kept getting lost. Which was incredibly frustrating. The first piece needs to be a statement of who I
am and where this piece is going, similar to an opening sentence in a book. Playing around with changing
the choreography or speeding up the movement, I found that if I could speed up the phrasing, it would give
the piece intensity and the ebb and flow that I was looking for. On a whim, I tried out the choreography to a
different song by the same artists, and my favorite song from the movie, “When Your Mind’s Made Up”.
The result was amazing. I loved the intensity of the piece and the pulsing undercurrent that was emphasized
by the music. The only problem is, the music is written in 5/4 time, which means that you count 5 beats in
every measure of music. So the feeling is ‘one – two, one – two – three, one – two, one – two – three’ –
essentially two beats plus three beats to make up a phrase. Unfortunately, dancers tend to count in fours, or
eights, and changing the piece to have a count in five is difficult. Especially if you’ve already learned the
choreography in a four count and have it set in your body. I wasn’t sure whether the two dancers would be
able to handle the change and also get it to performance ready quality in the short time we had left.
Ultimately, I decided to shelve the idea and keep the piece as it was. I am happy with how it turned out, but I
do think that a change in the music and phrasing could have made the piece much stronger.
Another thing I really came to understand is why there is a delegation of jobs in the theater. In any
given show you have a director, a choreographer (if there’s dancing) or a writer (if it’s a play), and the
performers. This means that everyone has his or her own job to do, and no one is stuck doing everything.
However, in this thesis project, I was acting as director, choreographer, and also as a performer. Which
became incredibly stressful. I had to make sure that my dancers were doing everything that I wanted them to
do, that the choreography was correct, that the emotional message was coming through to the audience, and
also make sure that I was performing to the best of my ability. Which is exhausting. I wasn’t able to watch
myself dance, which means that I was guessing at times how my choreography looked from the audience,
and how the phrasing and spacing were working together. I was able to record some rehearsal the week of
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the performance, but that’s not really enough. After watching the performance video I was able to see some
things that worked quite well, and also some things I would have changed about how some of the
choreography was staged. In “The Hill” especially, I was pleased with a lot of the angles I was playing with
(see Appendix C for video) but they could have been cleaner and more direct. In the same piece, I think that
the placement of the audience changes the perspective. The video camera was set up in a corner, which
makes for a harsher angle when I’m moving back and forth across the floor, and I can’t tell how far
upstage/downstage I’m moving. When it comes to doing a project like this again, I think I would at least
need to have a separate director to help me stage the piece. It would have to be another dancer of at least my
skill level (if not greater) to make sure that muddy staging wasn’t obscuring the overall message of the piece
and the choreography. In that situation, I would be freer to simply work on the choreography and making
sure that the dancers were performing the correct steps and giving the emotion I want. Similarly, I would
want to have more dancers if this were ever going to be performed again. There is an intimacy that some of
the pieces gained because of having so few dancers but there was also some of the grandeur and excitement
lost in other pieces.
It’s very clear which pieces of choreography came first in this thesis. Given more time, I think I
would have liked to re-work some of the choreography. Both “Falling Slowly” and “Fallen From the Sky”
were very early pieces of choreography in my life, and it shows. They are comparatively simple next to
“The Hill” or “Say It To Me Now”. As I have grown as a choreographer I have realized that I like very
structured choreography, almost architectural in flow and design. The intricacies of “The Hill” make the
choreography interesting and powerful to watch. There is no question what that piece is about. In contrast, I
think that “Fallen From the Sky” became much more general than I ever wanted it to be. I had planned on
having at least three to six dancers in that piece. The piece itself is in rondo format; this means that the
dance is a round (like a song), one dancer starts and then the next follows after a certain number of counts.
With only two dancers, I couldn’t have the more complex staging that I felt the piece needed to really bring
out the joy and the slight craziness of first love. With more dancers, there would have been an opportunity to
always have one person moving and one person frozen with a few people in between movement and
stillness. This would have added extra levels to the piece and a more interesting staging to watch. As it was,
I think that the piece alludes to the feeling I want, but there simply weren’t enough dancers to give me the
heightened energy and busyness on stage that I wanted.
With “The Hill” and “Say It To Me Now” I was very pleased watching the video and seeing how
things turned out choreographically. The patterns are interesting and intricate, and I think that in both pieces
the message really comes across strongly. It would have been interesting to simply have acted as the
choreographer/director and had another dancer dance both pieces, but I just did not trust the skill level of the
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dancers that I got at auditions. These are the strongest pieces in my thesis without question. It is interesting
to note that these pieces are the ones that aren’t “happy”. They have a clear point of view and an objective,
as seen in the video (Appendix C), and the audience immediately knows where the dancer stands. Perhaps
the problem with “Fallen From the Sky” is that it lacked a clearly defined objective. This is something that I
can give to the dancers, but at the same time, they also have to come up with part of that for themselves.
This is something that dancers learn over time how to do, and so I’m not unhappy with the fact that it’s a
little general.
Overall, I’m extremely happy with how the performance went, and how the whole project came
together. Each piece taught me something about working with other performers as the one in charge, and
also about myself. In “Falling Slowly” I came to realize that my choreography needs a stronger pulse
underneath which can either come from the music or from the dancers. I also learned that at a certain point,
the piece takes on a life of its own and as the choreographer I have to let it go, no matter what I feel about
how it looks. “The Hill” taught me about how to stage a solo, and “Fallen From the Sky” showed me that
compromising the vision of a piece can effect how its going to be seen from the audience’s perspective.
“Say It To Me Now” is the piece that I might be most proud of. It has a clear point of view, clean staging,
and intricate choreography. That is the direction I want my choreography to go in, and the level I should
strive for in all of my work with dancer. I also learned how to problem solve. Not having people show up
for auditions was a huge setback to my work, but this project had to be performed. I had to compromise on
some things, the number of dancers, keeping some things simpler than I would have liked, and the
performance space. However, I feel that my overall result really captured a glimpse at the relationship
between people. Relationships are complex, delicate things. They are as fragile as crystal and yet can be
strong as iron. People react to each other in a way that evokes a give and take, and when things are in
balance each person is getting something that they want from the other. It is when things are out of balance
that people begin to have problems, to have relationship troubles, and this is when relationships break or fall
apart. For myself, in my relationships with my dancers I realized that I am a perfectionist, and I always want
more from my dancers – more emotion, more precision, more passion. Sometimes, I had to compromise to
keep our working relationship balanced. I’ve learned throughout the course of this project about how I view
relationships, and I think that comes across in the choreography. The most important thing to remember is
that relationships are not about being selfish. In relationships, everyone is focused on the other person, and
the give and take between the two. Even in my solo pieces there is a very clear presence of absence in the
missing other. By taking these emotions out of our heads and putting them on stage in a clearly defined way,
I was able to capture, and give the audience a glimpse of, the almost holy ritual of relationships.
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Appendix A
The Choreography of Falling Slowly
Falling Slowly

6 Dancers

Arm and head. A – up in front 1,2 bring arm in bent 3,4 head follows extend to the side 5,6 down 7, head up
8.
L arm up 1234 head follows leant left 56 fall 78
step on L leg bent R leg extended R arm bent across, L arm down, look R on 8
Arabesque plie 12 stand 345 look up 5 releve 6, step turn on ground 8 to kneeling 1
12 attempt to rise 2x. Fall back shoulder roll to kneeling. Repeat 1st arms
Tuck hair behind ears 2x.
Reach out w/L arm 3x (sm, med, lg) Fall to the left then R heel shoots out to kneeling with L arm out, R arm
up, R leg out
Trace R hand down and across L side of face, fall forward 1 slap ground, push to kneeling then R arm
reverses its path (original arms)
L arm comes across body “wind up” w both arms shoot out to handstand L leg down
Stand L leg pointed R arm out, side, down (head follows) L arm out to side [HOLD]
Arabesque fall and recover 2x
3 walks forward 2 walks back in pairs, run run fouette freeze
Slowly, développé side, then side with arm, développé side with arm then releve fall in passé L leg up
contraction
Leg down, stand
Arabesque penché HOLD, R arm comes over to handstand “push”, fall to sitting
Curve L leg around to open bent legs sitting L arm joins R (curves over) sitting legs out
Push over legs (downward facing dog) fall sitting L leg in front bent. Stand L arm out (try to rise 2x) down,
up together L arm falls
Reverse 1st arms
Develop L leg HOLD weight shift, follow music walking, run run Jump (different for each couple)
L arm across “slap” facing, head down, circle R slowly R arm out front
Fouetté jump L w/ L arm, run run fouetté R w/ R arm
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Stand on R w/ L leg pointed R arm out to side, down look L
Bring L leg to passé develop L arm follows pattern. Releve fall, handstand fall slide R leg back
Turn over leg, L leg ronde de jambe to middle splits collapse
Contract into ball slowly, extend R leg look up, extend L leg L hand pushes to split hold balance, then slide
to full split roll to side. HOLD slowly come to child’s pose. Body up. Repeat 1st arms reversed. Stand
Repeat arabesque section, arabesque fall back 2x 3 walks forward 2 walks back, run run fouetté L leg,
fouetté R leg, tour jeté. Run run 2 walks slowly (up stage and down stage)
On the music 5 hits:
R arm up, down, hand across face, head down collapse, L arm joins R, slowly rise (hands down as head up)
Walk forward w/ L arm extending as if to caress a face. Reach then bring hand quickly back, look then turn
quickly and walk off (1/2, others stay, HOLD look to audience)

The Hill Solo piece
Hold 1st 4 counts of 3 (use to walk on, then hold)
Then bring R arm from L shoulder down L arm and across body
R hand drags up R side body to breast and opens palm up. look up  supplication (9 3 counts)
Walk for 4
* Head goes R, palm catches it and drags though hair, around and down to L, L hand joins R and Pushes
head upright. Boy curves forward from head w/ hands going though hair and back up to standing.
R hand reaches out, and around to the back (por de bras) then body becomes upright R hand draws down and
hold.
R leg ronde de jambe 3x
1. Plain
2. faster
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3. W/arm
Then, drag turn to R leg bent L pointed out facing US. R arm across, hand on L shoulder. R arm extends
over head to R then L. R arm and L leg together lift and relevé tombe and run in a circle to DSR.
Arabesque L arm across body, R arm and leg up. Penché, fall to sitting US both arms X.
Spin on butt to L.
Get up and run DSL passé pike contraction, one arm across body, the other reaching out. Repeat
running DSR
Run, stop look both ways and prepare  pirouette contraction, R arm up overhead and come down across
face, L arm across body.
Finish facing SR bent over R hand in hair L hand across body.
Come up slowly, initiating from the head. Bring R hand down through hair tangle. HOLD.
Ronde de jame enlaire to the front, jumping and turning as you do
Run DSL relevé croise arm extended, reverse walking back, turn walk to center.
Repeat * section, head dropping
Finish on knees, child’s pose.
L arm comes over and out to front on floor
Drag around to R and shoulder stand to side, legs extended (semi jump)
Turn to sit facing slightly L of audience.
Pattern of hand movements:
Drag arm down same pattern as beginning. L arm comes over head to floor, push off w/ L leg
extended. ½ splits, look up L hand trace face, startled. Fall forward, come back to child’s pose.
Reverse Penché to come back to standing in arabesque. Relevé run run tour jeté, run fouetté
Step step turn in soutenu. Music shift. Begin walk then run across to corner – leap, then fall.
Arm swings back brings body back to standing. Walk back 6 counts.
Reverse beginning (on L side) up to penché. Note: DSR is now USL and facing back
Penché, fall over hand stand. Tombe pas de bourre glissade sodesha. Step over attitude then step out
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Step fall to the L (R leg up) then repeat, reversed to the back. Run back to C. Contraction passé, look up
drop swing. Look hold. Repeat beginning facing US
Finishes w/ step turn drag. Facing DS, relevé turn stop, look at audience. Reach out, pull back, walk away
as music fades

Fallen From the Sky 3 dancers
Rondo format – things will change as all dancers are added
Hold 1st 8 counts
Trad. ballet – tombe pas de bourre glissade run run grande sodecha. End on floor in crouch
Hold 4
R arm swings up and to the back pulling body up.
Tonde flesh backwards with arms. Run run stop.
º Passé R foot up then down
repeat slightly more to develop and down
repeat to full develop
R arm makes circle from L to R parallel leg HOLD
Relevé, bring R leg back to passé down to lunch 4th L leg in front (efface facing L)
HOLD
Por de bras around (a la Spence) back to standing bring back leg to parallel R arm up and around L arm
comes up and around, down across face. Hold 2 (“you need somewhere to fall…”)
Tombe coupe jeté run to SR HOLD
R then L arms over head down crouch then burst up, drag step L
Chenne turns L w/ arms coming up (pulling off the sweater) stop DSR gasp R hand comes to mouth
Por de bras around using R arm, body follows arm, turn. Skip, “trip” over foot run to USL HOLD
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* Step develop jump R arm and leg
step jump turning pas de chat
run down to corner reaching out
step drag back to center 2x, run forward, “trip” fall to knees
4 8’s:
1. X hands over heart. L hand to knee then reach out
2. X hands over R side chest look down look up brush hair hide face in hands – fingers widespread
3. hand through hair reach out then in 2x swing arms around to behind
4. drag L hand around on floor, hold till music then…
…Handstand to standing
Repeat * section (Kiersten only, Steph hold)
To step drag back 2x then chenne turns to corner w/ arms. Gasp
Walk back 4, slowly, dragging hands up and out. Hold 8
Repeat º section, with end R leg jump!
Then fouetté jump, step attitude turn.
Pike relevé attitude 2x changing arms (L then R overhead)
To attitude turn, fall out.
Dizzy spin moving SL to stop, fall on floor.
SL sitting L leg x over R
Prop head on R hand. HOLD
L arm pattern: up down bend side front in down then reverse
L hand comes over, grabs L leg, then R hand pull leg over to standing slightly jumped. Repeat passé down
section (º)
Repeat * section w/ chenne turns, gasp, look over DS shoulder. Reach out, pull back, turn and walk off
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Say It To Me Now Solo piece
Walk switches to center, 3 switches.
Come down to floor, gracefully, L leg behind R come to curled on side, roll to back with arm tracing,
knees bent
Bring R leg up, drop circle
Drop swing R, L, to shoulder stand, come back to lying on back.
Repeat circle w/ L leg, pseudo drop swing r, L, then drop swing R, L to shoulder stand.
Bring R leg up, L leg meets in upside down 4 position. Shoot out behind, slap ground, come to child’s pose.
Arm brings you up down, handstand, walk L arm over head circle to SL of center.
Look L – run fouetté R arm over, plié turn to side stop. Walk back 3 run run leap sideways, come to
kneeling R arm up down across face to fall on face. Push back R arm over head to fall L, R leg up. Come to
one leg kneeling, one leg out position (same in Falling Slowly) come in to kneeling handstand to standing
facing back.
Repeat reaching arms from Falling Slowly. Hands through hair, melt, then ronde de jambe enlair to
arabesque. Walk back, turn in plié run leaping barrel turn to knees slap floor hands to face.
Cut L leg out to curled up on R side. Ronde de jambe around to back, arm follows leg. Two leg swings to
shoulder stand, around to back, R leg up, then L come down hands slap.
Come to child’s pose. Handstand NO JUMP to get up.
Challenge walk down stage 2, pirouette, R arm up. Run jump, head to R then L hand drop down then come
up.
Repeat walks from beginning to lie down DSR in ball, L leg curls around (arms follow) to END.
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Appendix B
A Sampling of Rehearsal Notes
Notes from 9/20/09:
The theme: Relationships. Specifically, the expression of relationships through movement. How do you
translate these feelings into movement? How do they translate into a ritual that captures the essence of that
relationship? When we see movement, we can almost always come to a conclusion about the feeling of the
dancer/choreographer. We might not be able to put it into words but we feel it. I want to capture the
feelings of relationship and translate them into movements, and then hopefully the audience can re-translate
them back into feelings and words.
All of the music for this piece will come from Glen Hansard and Markéta Irglová, and the movie Once. The
music, and this movie really inspired me; it is its own exploration of relationships through music, while mine
will be through dance. The music is so expressive, it will absolutely help me share with my audience what I
want them to feel as they watch my dancers, and hopefully will inform the dancers how they should be
moving and expressing themselves. The music will inform the dance, and the dance will inform the music (I
hope).
The first piece (Falling Slowly) is really an exploration of the arc of a relationship and the different kinds of
relationships. We have 6 dancers, 3 couples. The couples will be a romantic pair (not necessarily ending
happily), two friends, and a parent/child. I won’t really know how it’ll all work out until I have the dancers
and start working with them, getting the movement on its feet and out of my head. Even though I have the
piece choreographed, it’s only on me, a single person. I know that the piece will shift and change as I work
with my dancers, and I just need to be ready for that.
Notes from 10/1/09:
Songs I’m choreographing and their meaning
“Falling Slowly” – can I change the music with the choreography already set? Must explore. Could be
interesting to “When Your Minds Made Up”; faster, different rhythms…similar song length and meaning.
Big question though – can dancers count in 5’s? Will decide when I have dancers.
“The Hill” – solo. An expression of love, loss, and deep sadness. The joy and the utter destruction of caring
for someone who no longer loves you, or who doesn’t understand you. Sorrow. More than just a breakup
song. Hope? A choice to be made about whether to stay or go. (I want to dance this piece)
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“Fallen from the Sky” – everyone! Friendship, the community/network we all have with the people who
care about us, and whom we care about. New love, bliss, reckless abandon, plunging into a new relationship,
friend, lover, whomever. Should be a FUN piece to watch and to dance.
“Say it to me Now” – the final decision. Hope for the future, the conclusion of the choices you have made in
the past. Not an uplifting piece, but not totally depressing. The final statement.
Notes from 1/17/10:
A few concerns about this project.
1. No one will show up. This is a very silly concern but I’m still nervous, especially since I only have a
couple of weeks to prep. Its ok, I’ll be fine. People will come.
2. How do I teach choreography? I’ve never taught it to anyone but myself, I know how to choreograph for
myself but how do I explain what I’m doing to other people? I’m going to have to be very specific with my
terminology and I’m going to have to have to go over the choreography a lot so that I know the demo
combo’s like the back of my hand for the audition and then for the rehearsal process. I want to be efficient
so I have to be prepared.
3. With a performance date in March, do I have the time to prepare 6 pieces? Or is that being way too
ambitious? If I only do 4, is that terrible? I don’t think so, it will still be at least 10 to 15 minutes of
choreography so I think that is still acceptable, considering that it takes half an hour to an hour to teach a
minute of choreography. I think I’ll end up just doing 4 pieces – they’re strong and it’ll keep the show with a
strong arc. Also, short sweet and to the point. 
Notes from 1/22/10:
AUDITIONS ARE THIS AFTERNOON!!!!! 2pm. I’m kind of freaking out. I have my audition forms
ready, my camera, music on my iPod (hopefully there’s a connection to speakers, I forgot to bring some).
I’ll teach the first couple of 8’s of “Falling Slowly” and then maybe a couple of 8’s from “The Hill”.
Depends on how many people show up and the timing we have, I’ll have to get people in and out. I think
about 20 people will show up and I have 3 hours for auditions. I’d like to not take 3 hours, but I think it’ll
work out. If I do groups of 3-4 people it should be a good flow and a strong showing.
Note to self – for partners, check heights and strength (i.e. lifts). Pair people up for the auditions.
2:25pm – so far, 3 people have shown up. All freshmen. And that’s ok, but I was really hoping for some
upperclassmen. One of the girls is also super over involved and so I don’t think she’ll work out and
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therefore I have 2 people. When I need about 10. Well, I’ll audition these girls and then wait around and
see.
3:15pm – no one else have shown up. Which sucks. I need people!!! I guess I’m just going to have to reschedule auditions, which sucks. I need to get this done asap, so that I can start working on teaching the
choreography. I guess 6 or 7 in a pinch would do, but it would be great to have more than that. I’ll also
email Vole and some of the other people in some of my dance classes to see if they would be willing to help.
I need to make dancer contracts too to make sure that the dancers are really committed. Well. I guess I’ll
just have to make this work.
Notes from 1/29/10:
After rehearsal today I’m feeling pretty decent about this thesis. The girls are really focused on learning the
choreography and have learned ½ of the “Falling Slowly” choreography. They’re very dedicated to the
piece. They’ve been listening to the music and I think that they’re really getting into it. I’m impressed, and
it makes me think that maybe I got lucky to only have 2 people. With 6 people it would have been much
harder to teach all of the choreography. With any luck I’ll be able to finish the choreography in a week and
we have all of February to clean.
Now I have to start thinking of the two solos that I’ll be doing – I don’t want to take the time to teach them to
anyone else. Turns out that Becky cannot dance in the piece, she’s too over worked and so she’s told me that
she doesn’t want to try and do it and then have to pull out. She might be doing some asst stage managing
stuff for me so that I have someone to watch the pieces so that I can focus on dancing.
Talking about staging, I need to think about how I’m going to stage this in 209 Visual arts. I want to use the
lights that we have in there (the floor lamps, not the overheads) it’ll give a nice soft light. Then I can use the
two black flats as “wing” spaces. I’m trying to decide whether I want a backdrop too, and whether the
audience should sit on the floor or whether I can wrangle up some chairs. No matter what, I do want it to
have a really intimate feeling – it’s all about relationships and it’s a very intimate in tone, so I definitely want
that feeling in the audience too.
Notes from 2/22/10:
So – the choreography is DONE. Completely, done. Including the solos that were giving me some problems
with finishing them, and finding the right ending. Which is a good feeling because now I can just focus on
the staging and the rehearsal and just the performance. This is a very good thing!!
We also now have costumes! The first piece is blue, then gray, then pink/orange, then gray again. I really
wanted to have colors for the more “active”/happy/emotional pieces and then a more neutral color of the
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more internally conflicted/emotional pieces. I think that the color palate will definitely reflect the content of
the piece, and the movements. Hopefully. I think that once I see the pieces as one whole thing it will create
a really nice look.
I’m still having issues getting the right amount of emotion from my dancers. Kiersten is getting somewhere
but Kate is still not giving me what I need from her. I’m not sure how seriously she takes this (as evidenced
by her not being able to attend rehearsal on Friday and only telling me about it on Friday). I just really need
her to open up and give me more. I’m sure it’ll all work out; we just need to stay focused and positive!! It’ll
be fantastic. I’m very excited for my thesis performance, and I think I’ll be great.
Notes “Falling Slowly” 2/26/10:
•

Timing!!!!

•

Make sure that the arabesques are together

•

Straight arms and legs

•

Kiersten, too DS on fall

•

Don’t look behind you – moving backwards for jumps

•

Tighten embrace movement

•

What to do if something goes wrong – nothing! Do not react.

•

Sharper energy

Notes “Falling Slowly” 2/28/10:
•

Kate too far

•

Kiersten don’t forget to go US

•

More pull
•

Intensity on fouetté

•

Come up together on the releve contr.

•

More embrace – really cling

•

Get up together

•

Intensity on jumps

•

Pointed feet, straight legs, straight arms
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Appendix C
Rehearsal and Performance Videos
Rehearsal Video:

Performance Video:
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